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STATE OF THE ART WIRELESS REFRACTION

RV-II AUTO PHOROPTER
WITH HEAD-UP DISPLAY
Wireless Remote handset
or desktop controller

RETINOMAX 3 SERIES
Available in Refractor only or combined
Refractor-Keratometer. Wireless data
output to RV-II

RG-24 LCD TEST CHART
Intelligent link to RV-II
or standalone

LCD POLA CHART 24”
Intelligent link to RV-II
or standalone

SPEEDY K-2
Auto Ref-Keratometer
Wireless data output to RV-II

SPEEDY i | SPEEDY i-K ACOMOREF 2
AUTO REF-KERATOMETER
Now with revolutionary accommodative
testing. Wireless data output to RV-II

EAL-100
Auto Lensmeter
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REFRACTION INSTRUMENTS

**CHAROPS**
- **CDR-9000**
  - Auto Phoropter
- **CRK-9000**
  - Auto Ref-Keratometer
  - Utilising wavefront measurement
- **CLM-9000**
  - Auto Lensmeter
- **CCP-9000**
  - LED Chart Projector

**CHAROPS**
- **CLM-7000**
  - Auto Lensmeter
- **CRK-7000**
  - Auto Ref-Keratometer

**ZEISS**
- **VISULENS 100**
  - Auto Lensmeter
- **VISUREF 500**
  - Auto Ref-Keratometer

**CYBER CHART 20”**
- LCD Test Chart

**AOC 24”**
- Advanced Ophthalmic Chart

**AOC 24” POLAR**
- Polarised LCD Chart

**NOC**
- Remote control with near tests

---
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RT-3000
Classic AO design
Manual Phoropter minus cyl format

DELUXE SEMI-REDUCED APERTURE
PLASTIC MOUNTED TRIAL LENS SET
232 Pieces 22mm diameter

SEMI-REDUCED APERTURE ALUMINIUM
MOUNTED TRIAL LENS SET
232 Pieces 26mm diameter

REDUCED APERTURE
PLASTIC TRIAL LENS SET
232 Pieces

FULL APERTURE METAL
TRIAL LENS SET
260 Pieces

PERIMETER TRIAL LENS SET
0.25D to 3.00D in 0.25D steps | 3.00D to 7.00D in 0.50D steps | 7.00D to 14.00D in 1.00D steps & 16 D

105N TRIAL LENS SET
232 Pieces

PORTABLE TRIAL LENS SET
158 Pieces
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SINGLE PANEL TEST
3m & 6m with spot

4-SIDED TEST TYPE
Manual or Motorised

6 METRE DIRECT OR INDIRECT
Infra-red Remote

3 METRE DOM CHART
Infra-red Remote

NV-100
Comprehensive Near Vision Test

CROSS CYLS AND CONFIRMATION TESTS
2 lens or 4 lens

OCCLUDER

MADDOX TWIRL

READING TEST TYPES

POLARISING & RED/GREEN VISORS AVAILABLE

RAF RULE

HORIZONTAL/VERTICAL PRISM BARS
In case

OPHTHALMIC MIRRORS
Wall and Floor Stand
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VISION TESTING ANY TIME, ANYWHERE

For pop-up clinics, vision screenings and tele-optometry, EyeNetra devices collect all the necessary information to prescribe glasses and contact lenses. Smartphone powered refraction.

Complete Netra Kit in carry case

Netra Auto Refractor

Netrometer Auto Lensmeter

Netroptor Hand-held phoropter

Netra Printer
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ABOUT BIB

BIB Ophthalmic Instruments, established in 1999.

An independent UK based sales, marketing, distribution and service company, specialising in the supply of ophthalmic instruments to opticians and UK hospitals. We work very closely with our global manufacturing partners to ensure we offer cutting edge technology at highly competitive pricing.

We focus on innovations in ophthalmic technology from around the world and continually strive to recognise market trends and anticipate requirements to ensure we stay at the competitive forefront. We welcome new ideas, from conceptual to the finished products, from individuals to established companies. We also encourage R&D centres to work with us to use our experience and our understanding of customer needs to bring new ideas to market.

As well as working with world leading ophthalmic manufacturers on a distribution basis, we have developed our own OEM brand of instrumentation, Mitron, which is available for UK and export markets. Mitron products offer reliability and quality at entry level prices.

Customer satisfaction is key to our ongoing success! Not only do we provide the right products to you at the right price, once you purchase from us we want your custom for life. Our sales are backed up by a highly skilled and experienced team of service engineers. From installation, to product training, relocation services, emergency call out, preventative maintenance, service contracts, extended warranties and more.

We look forward to working closely with you to ensure your success.

Tim Baker Group CEO

HOW TO ORDER

call: 01438 740 823
email: sales@bibonline.co.uk
visit our online store: bibonline.co.uk

Full product features and specifications are available to download online at bibonline.co.uk